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TOPLINES
1. The volume of social conversations continues to grow in June for both Athens and Greece. The Covid incidence rate in
conversation remains stable in Greece but somewhat increased in Athens. Lifting of Covid restrictions, including the end of Covid19 testing and the mask requirements continues to be talked about while flight cancellations and chaotic situations at European
airports after Covid due to the staff shortages became dominant topics.
2. Greece's e-reputation fell to 52 points in June, tying its score with Portugal. The Net Sentiment Score was 1 point behind Vs Italy
and surpasses Spain(+12). Athens e-reputation also dropped to 62 points.
3. Same as the last month, the Ukraine conflict was present in less than 3% of total Greece/Travel social conversations. Thus, the
impact on destination sentiment is very limited. The web conversations include tensions between Greece and Turkey, both NATO
members (despite their initial hope to ease the tensions due to the escalating conflict in Ukraine) as well as rising prices and
summer without Russian tourists being the center of the conversations.
4. In June, the Net Sentiment Score declined in all Greece’s markets. This downward trend was also observed in Athens, with the
exception of Italian market. For Greece as a whole, the decline was most noticed in the Dutch market while for Athens alone,
German and USA markets marked significant decline.
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5. Positive destination image was reinforced by a variety of tourism topics in June, including culture, food, lodging, and nature.
Content on the art scene, including the Art District, digital arts, and the Design Forum, represented Athens as a capital city where
history, modernity, and the future coexist in the world of architecture, design, and art. A video content about a cocktail bar with
live saxophone music expressed convivial atmosphere of Greece at night. Introduction of must-stay accommodations for summer
demonstrated the diversity of lodging options according to individual preferences. In addition, positive mentions were related to
the abundance of sightseeing and activities (discovering fishermen's houses, sailing trips, and Heraklion ranked high on the list of
family-friendly destinations...). There was also talk of a new project on the construction of Europe's largest coastal park and a
monument awarded the European Cultural Heritage Award, as well as diplomatic news such as the 50th anniversary of the
establishment of diplomatic relations between Greece and the People's Republic of China. Some hidden gems in Greece also
spotted, notably the Greek island of Astypalea, said to be gradually converted to climate-neutral and to sustainable mobility by
2026, showing that Greece is taking a leading role in the fight against climate change in Europe.

6. Negative sentiment was triggered primarily by social issues: a new migrant camp in Greece said to be at risk of forest fire, Greece
warned by EU to fix deficiencies of its frontier, and holiday price shocks (price increases for airline tickets, hotels and package
tours).
7. In June, Athens’ experience-based reputation remained unchanged for three consecutive months at the rating of 9,0, while the
score of Greece in June was down 0,1 from May, continuing to outperform the European average (8,6). Both Greece (-1,1) and
Athens (-1,2) have declined in terms of sanitary safety perceptions among visitors, staying however in a positive range compared
to threshold vigilance levels.
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